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UNIQUE COLLECTION OF PRINTED AND MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS ON THE FERRARA, CENTO AND LUGO 

JEWISH GHETTOS (1636-1715) 

Bound in contemporary boards with manuscript title on front cover "Capitoli del Ghetto de Ferrara Cento, e Lugo e Reduzione 

de li Affiti et Atre &-". With 7 printed documents (including broadsides) and 9 manuscripts. Some loosely tipped in. 

1. BUFFO, Tommaso, Cardinal (1663-1753); CENNINI, Francesco.  Capitoli sopra il ghetto della città di Ferrara

stabiliti nell'anno 1627 e confirmati dall'eminentiss., e reuerendiss. signor cardinale Tommaso Ruffo Legato l'anno M. DCCXIV. 

Ferrara: Nella Stampa Camerale (Presso Francesco Suzzi), 1714.  Folio, 16 pp. Woodcut of Cardinal's arms on title in red and 

black and woodcut cardinal arms on p. 3.  

In 16 sections regarding confirmation of the church’s position on restriction of Jews holding various trades and professions; 

doing business with Christians, employing Christians, competing for same professions as Christians. Ferrara Ghetto with an index 

of the rents first established in 1627. No copies in OCLC which only locates one copy of the 1774 reprint edition (National Library 

of Israel). None of the other printed works mentioned in the OCLC. 

2. DURAZZO, Stefano, Cardinal (1594 - 1667). Capitoli sopra il Ghetto de gl’Hebrei di Cento. (Ferrara; Per Francesco

Suzzi Stampatore Camerale, c. 1636). Text dated 18 August 1636. Stefano Card. Leg. &c. Folio. [4] pp. (last page blank). 

Woodcut cardinal arms at heading and woodcut initial. 

Proclamation on the establishment of the Jewish Ghetto in Cento (small Italian town near Ferrara and under the protection of 

the house of Este) by Stefano Durazzo, Cardinal and papal legate. “A ghetto of intercommunicating houses with a central 

courtyard was built in 1636 in the center of the city (Via Provenzali and Via Malagodi), accommodating between 100 and 150 

residents.” (Jewish Virtual library). 

3. DURAZZO, Stefano, Cardinal (1594 - 1667). Eminentiss. e Reverendiss. Sig. Gli humini della Nation Hebrea di Lugo,

… Stefano Card. Duazzo Leg. &c. Ferrara; Per Francesco Suzzi Stampatore Camerale, 1636. Folio broadside. (text dated 26 

October 1635).  

Proclamation on establishing the Jewish Ghetto in the city of Lugo (up till 1598 under protection of the Este) by Stefano 

Durazzo, Cardinal and papal legate. In 1598 Lugo became under direct papal rule. “In 1634, 606 Jews, some from neighboring 

towns, were confined in ghettos, located in the center of the city [of Lugo].” (Jewish Virtual Library) 

4. FERRARA GHETTO. Pro Universitate Haebreorum cum Interessatis in Ghetto Civitatis Ferrariae. Ivris Allegationes.

Ferrara, Ex Typographia Camerali, 1688. Folio. [4] leaves (last leaf blank). Woodcut printer’s device on title-page, woodcut 

headpiece, woodcut ornament and large woodcut historiated initial. 

Legal arguments on construction in the Ghetto in Ferrara. Jewish legal claims of restrictions on building. 

5. AQUAVIVA, Francesco de. Al nome del Signor Iddio questo di 14. Marzo 1690. Double folio broadside (verso blank):

at end: “Exequatur 17, Martij 1690. F. de Aquaviva Vic’Legatus &c. P.H. Bartolus Notarius &c.” (contemporary inscription on 

blank verso of broadside). 

On reinforcing the decree by the Cardinal Legate on 21 April 1689 on separation of banking and collecting of interest for 

property in the Ghetto to the “Monte di Pieta” (Christian bank originally intended for small loans to the poor and trademen) on the 

rents for various houses, shops and other establishments in the Ghetto. The right hand of the broadside has the new rents for the 

streets enclosing the Ghetto: Via Sabbioni, Via Gattamarcia, and Via Vignatagliata. The Ghetto, first established 1626-27, was 

enclosed by five gates erected at their expense. References to various shops and establishments on those streets, including the 

tobacco concession. 

6. PIAZZA, Guilio, Papal legate. Eminentiss., e Reverendiss. Principe. Per potere con quietezza, e sicurezza la Povera

Universita Hebraicha di questa Citta servi umilissimi, … [signed] Dal Castello di Ferrara 9 Maggio 1715. Il Card. Piazza Legato. 

Folio broadside on folded whole sheet with docketed on verso of second otherwise blank sheet (All’ Eminentiss. e Reverndiss. 

Principe Il Sig Card Piazza Legato di Ferrara &c. [below] Per L’Universita Hebraicha di questa Citta.). Faint damp mark and 

traces of several folds; text in a contemporary hand on verso. 

 On alleviating poverty in the Ghetto by allowing certain trades as expressed in Russo’s detailed work (see no. 1   above) in 

item 13. Dealing especially with the trade of flour and gain (Arte de Bastarolli; Bastaroli is ferrenese nickname for grain trader).  

7. CYBO, Alderano, Cardinal. 1654.  Indictione Septima die Mercurij 8. Iulij. Decretum Super Iuramento defferend.

Hebreis, &c. Ferrara; apud Franciscum Succium Typogr. Camer., 1654. Broadside with woodcut the cardinal’s arms and woodcut 

initial. Traces of previous folds. (Tipped in volume). 

Decree regarding the taxes mandated for the Jews to pay to which exceptions for extreme cases can be made. 

Alderano Cybo (sometimes Cibo; 1613–1700) was an Italian cardinal born in Genoa and was raised at an early age as prelate to 

Pope Urban VIII. 
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MANUSCRIPTS 

8. Legal manuscript written in a beautiful contemporary cursive hand on 24 pages (sewn in a gathering of 12 leaves) with

added marginal notes in a different hand. It seems to be a legal agreement between the city authorities and the Hebrew Nation 

(Università degli Ebrei?) in 57 numbered articles. As usual it states “Ad maiorem Dei Gloriam” with the first article starting: 

“Sono stati da me li Deputati della Natione Ebrea qui dimorante, li quali mi hanno rapresentato, come l' anno 1658. era stato 

dalli ser.mi collegi benignamente concesso Maloro Natione, di xoter venire ad abitare in questa citta e Dominio ser.mo …” 

Statutes governing the movement of Jews and registering with authorities, trades allowed, businesses allowed, trade with the 

Levant. This manuscript alone is definitely worth further study. It has references to Jewish communities in Malta, Constantinople, 

references regarding their expulsion from various locations, etc., etc. [pictures can be supplied] 

9. Manuscript copy of 1691 decree of 28 July. Three folio leaves. Manuscript on first page, rest blank.

10. MARCELLO, Francesco, Cardinal, Legate. Decreto. Francesco, card. di Marcello Legato di Ferrara. 1624. Double

folio (full-sheet). Contemporary manuscript on first two pages, second leaf blank. “Copia” note in top corner. 

11. CYBO, Alderano, Cardinal and Legate. 1653 … Visitationis. 1 page, verso blank.

12. Attesto io qui intro: …. … Dalla residanza del sag. Monte della Pieta di Feural. Qaesto di 10;… 1744.  1 page document 

promoting the Monte Pieta (Christian bank) while restricting Jewish moneylenders, bankers and pawnbrokers. 

13. “Memoria 23 Mayo l’ Anno 1625.” Half page manuscript document on one sheet in Italian.

14. Manuscript (17
th

 cent.) on the church and treatment of the Jews; Popes Gregory XIII, Clement VIII, Urban VIII. Large

sheet folded once and tipped in (13 ½  x 9 ¼ inches). Lion water mark. Manuscript dated at end “1624” 

15. Manuscript letter.  Italian. “Sopra il ghetto da farei(?) per gli hebrei nella Citta d’ Ferrara. Francesco Card. di S. 
Marcello, Legato d’ Ferrara.” Signed. In Ferrara … 13 d’ Agosto 1624. 2 and ½ pages. Whole sheet folded twice with signature 

or address on verso. Tipped in. 

16. MARCELLO, Francesco. Manuscript “Copia”. “Edicto. Marcello … Legato d’Ferrara.” Text date 1746. [ca.1750]. Full 
sheet folded to folio size with 3 and ½ pages of text. Contemporary manuscript copy of an edict in Italian by the Papal legate. 

 

An important collection of seven printed documents which were printed in Ferrara from 1635 to 1715 and nine manuscripts 

from the same period, including several contemporary copies of decrees dealing with the establishment of the Ghettos and the 

plight of the Jews in the city of Ferrara and the local towns of Cento and Lugo. Ferrara had been in the 16
th

 century, under the Este 
family, a haven for religious freedom in Italy welcoming Jews fleeing the Iberian Peninsula during the Spanish Inquisition of 1492 

and from neighboring principalities that bowed to papal pressure. It was also the center for Protestant reformers in Italy and even 

received a visit from Calvin in 1538. The present documents deal with the reinstatement of Papal authority in Ferrara in the 17
th

 
century and the increased suppression of Jewish freedoms and wealth. There were occasional exceptions (see item 6) where a 

Legate wished to provide relief to Jewish grain traders. 

A Jewish community had existed in Ferrara since medieval times. While considered part of the property of the church as a 

Papal State, Ferrara had from an early date been under the secular rule of the Este family. The dukes of Ferrara had long 

understood the importance of the Jewish community for the economic health of the region because of their business and banking 

skills (the few trades allowed to them). The settlement of the Maranos who had been expelled from Spain and Portugal were well 

received by duke Ercole I, d’Este (1431-1505) and by the Christian population who recognized the important of the wealth and 

skills that they brought to the city as well as how the contacts between Jewish communities greatly enhanced export trade through 

their contacts with Spain, Portugal, Flanders, Venice, Lyon and Rome. While the Estes managed to protect their Jewish citizens 

from the more extreme persecution that they received in regions under direct church rule, they were still forced to wear the ‘Jews 

badge’ and pay taxes to Rome. Ercole II d’Este (1508-1559) understood the beneficial effects of Jewish immigration so when the 

Jews were expelled from Naples and Bologna, when the hatred of Jews was at high point, they found refuge in Ferrara which 

became a bulwark of religious liberty. The Jewish population had swelled to about 3,000 at this period. Alfonso II (reigned 1559–

97), the fifth and last duke of Ferrara, carried on with the policies of Ercole however he died without an heir and the Church 

refused to recognize the legitimacy of a cousin he had hoped to have inherit. Thus Ferrara and the adjacent region reverted in 1598 

to direct papal rule. 

In 1573 the Università degli Ebrei di Ferrara was founded; it was a fusion of the German and Italian congregations which 

would in turn represent the interests of the entire Jewish community. It was placed under the control of eighteen delegates who 

would be elected by lot. It is often this association that is referred to in the present documents. 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/193340/Alfonso-II
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Paul IV (1476–1559), pope from 1555, was a leading spirit in the Counter-Reformation and staunch enemy of all forms of 

heresy. Because of this, he was extremely hostile to the Jews, as shown by his zeal as head of the Inquisition from 1542. Upon his 

election the Jews in the Papal States were direct victims of his ruthlessness; he promoted the burning of the Talmud in 1553 and 

“in his Bull Cum nimis absurdum of July 14, 1555, he decreed that in every town the Jews were to gather together in one street or 

one quarter, which was to be locked at night (the ghetto), and all synagogues except one were to close … Paul IV may he 

considered the instigator of one of the most wretched periods in the history of the Jews in Italy – the period of the ghettos, which 

dragged on for three centuries.” (Jewish Virtual Library). 

As the result of coming under papal rule a constitution was issued in 1598 which stated that Jews in the city and duchy of 

Ferrara would be tolerated only on condition that they wore the Jew’s badge, the keeping of animals and acquisition of land was 

prohibited and all property in the hands of Jews was to be sold [see item no. 1]. Rules regarding taxes (to pay for their conversion), 

money lending with interest was forbidden, regulation of temples and Hebrew books. “Lending money on interest and banking 

were forbidden to the Jews, being permitted to the monte di pietà exclusively. This provision, however, failed as early as 1599; and 

the excited population was quieted only when the Jews were again allowed to open banks, a privilege which remained in force till 

1683 [see item no. 5]. Other enactments tending to mortify the Jews and to lower them in the eyes of the populace were issued, and 

finally the severest measure which the papacy ever adopted against the Jews—the institution of the ghetto—was extended to 

Ferrara (1624). A commission of twelve noblemen appointed to protest against the proposed measure gained nothing except a 

short respite. During 1626-27 the Via Sabbioni, Via Gattamarcia, and Via Vignatagliata, where the greater part of the Jews had 

lived for many years, were enclosed by five gates erected at their expense [see item no. 1 & 3]. All Jews were obliged to take 

houses there that they might be better protected and guarded.” (Jewish Enc.). 

A collection of extraordinarily pieces which were great importance for the history of Jewish persecution during the Counter-

Reformation period in Italy; the broadsides, because of their ephemeral nature, are very possibly unique survivors as probably are 

the printed pamphlets. The contemporary scarcity of some of the edicts is evident from several of them appearing here in 

manuscript form. 
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